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Media with myself
Let’s take a cut backwards starting of the beginning. Walking in the entry
head high, warm atmosphere, and receiving the vast greeting. The true accept
when you’re in the correct comparable spot. Be a consequence of the
development of each task thru out the period till the timely end.
The role’s media played in this branch were enormous commencing text,
speech, and honor. First piece of brief photograph explores the deep close past
from where I’m from arrive. It’s looking thru my eyes formal which was once
known Yugoslav. Standing on my feet to describe about the picture really
comes out showing the massive gloomy space to in high spirits soul. Language
and visual portrait to of jointly the sample to form into an art work fetch its own
hazard effort. Lots of worthy workable pieces, but nothing to be diverse over
another successful design not duplicate.
Audio the sound capable of being heard in frequencies and sound
waves. Bring a portion to listen and pay attention to whopping assignment.
Europeans what crosses your mind; architectural, modern, or church spot on?
Loyally smoking is the exact priciest. Could read about it, could watch it, but
couldn't experience the sound’s keys in air wave sound. Assignees of person
lighting a cigarette the deep unfathomable yawning fueling the hygienic
heavens being over sprint of tobacco. Create a piece approximating to this
methodically is deep in thought ability and existence.
Let’s step our footstep in Hollywood in this capture adventure. For
discussion off editing brings to my attention to the title of television show called
Nip/Tuck. Opening scene grabs the viewer into a world of plastic surgery and
the body. Main views position any other in the workmanship of editing between
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photo (images), video, and objects really see the creativity to blend the art to
human (live). Grabs individuals in feel to your better part into goose bumps.
Young film producer. Bring my marks for harmony and affection to illustrate my
thoughts of feeling. In order to breath the creation it had to totally random, to
keep the common unique. Major challenges on themax dj were adding photos
to follow the tune, while having different building block react with the viewer.
Wasting time and moment isn’t anybody occasion throw away memories, but
truly wanted to insure it has an element off me. Something’s never die without
having moments use up to grasp with nothing of work that liked to use.
In showing of the social network "Life" this project is featuring my personal
people around my life and time. These people I represent too the most on my
daily base with family, friends, and co-workers. In creating an organizing my
mind with a layout was the hardest part, while you move your eye it from blue
squares to other brakes up into main topics. Each topic has a tie to an event or
personal group. The Life is split into three squares bring the most important then
the key groups and finally the people. Orange squares undefiled the
relationships between the people.
Ego brings an alternative different view more in hands to the relationships which
one to another has or might bring to new group. Continuing to add in addition
relations to any more expends. Hosing a color for each person to describe his or
hers personal effects to my Life. Each color has its own warmed or cold
depending on the person as well as receiving two or multiple shades colors for
even greater energy.
Bulletin of dozens of possible ideas to construct, produce and even
establish future ones. Interface is the sport solar is the diversion. Eliminating your
electric cost and being of assistance to the planet. Aleksandar institute design is
establishing quite creation to replace our elderly ways off charging cell phones.
Accept were in the future of without charge to reuse our manufactured goods.
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Affordable solar panel is the key of lunching million dollars not an idea, but bits
and pieces of it.
Design in excess of observing the blue light which is being consume of neverendingly to only subsist till charge is require too. Direct a way not to be used
while thoughts ran uncultivated pending bright brightness energy from the sun
provided the answer. Sun is energy, right electricity is power so why might
include free of charge of this power without the dollar extending the deep of
the ocean. Designing a formal for a product or idea media is the input to share
and let somebody in on for our mind to value.
Official only remaining is experience. Creating cutters out of public kids to
take something greater than individual personal amusement. Brave hearted
and minded. Setting the stage for a creation in the vein of experience is strong
to tie the one creating somebody else glances in unusual common shadow.
Every one of the edits is to the bone personal making it untraceable to open up
in program. Stories participate in develop the fine line idea to build the editor
invention. Equaling time the person has interacted with another character
example of the title point; capture the style and bright color to draw not only
the hand's, but even the price "the character" Point of style is to bring the part of
the arm with all parts into one to grab the eye into three spots keen on Classic
hummer with someone.
It’s a rap folks. The ending sense is toughness to draw to a close because
it begins from the earliest. Leading the media performance thru and under
come with a knock with a tune to sustain its unbreakable soul of the human
being.

